
Card  1
Task 3. You are going to give a talk about the Internet. You will have to start 
in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than 2 minutes.

Remember to say:

∙ what people use the Internet for

∙ what educational opportunities the Internet offers to students

∙ whether the Internet can be harmful for users, and why

∙ what your attitude to the Internet is.

You have to talk continuously.



We can’t imagine our life without the Internet.
1. Nowadays people use the Internet for communication- they can easily get in touch with 
friends and relatives via social networks, messengers and Skype even if  they live in another 
city
The Internet is also widely used for entertainment – you can watch a film online or play 
computer game
for shopping online, for work…
2. The Internet also offers a lot of opportunities for students – they can have lessons online, 
look up new words in online dictionaries and encyclopedias, watch documentaries and films 
in English and find any information they need for their homework and projects
3. Although, the Internet can be harmful in some ways:
     teenagers waste a lot of time instead of communicating with friends and doing sports
     can catch a virus on your computer which disrupts the normal functioning of computer 
system
     face cyber bulling, 
     get involved in destructive groups
4. For me, the Internet is ….



Card 2
Task 3. You are going to give a talk about school. You will have to start in 1.5 
minutes and will speak for not more than 2 minutes.

Remember to say:

∙ what your weekday is like;
∙ what you like about your school most of all;
∙ whether you prefer classroom learning or online learning, and 

why;
∙ what your attitude to your school life is.

You have to talk continuously.



I’m going to give a talk about school.

1. My school day starts at 7 o’clock and I usually have 6 or 7 classes a day. This year we are 

having additional lessons to prepare for the exams. I also have a lot of homework to do 

and that’s because   I go to bed late

2. What I like most about my school is that it is a modern building with lots of facilities. We 

have 3 gyms…..

I also really appreciate my friends – we chat about everything , they support me a lot and 

we always have fun!

3. It is the reason why I prefer classroom learning- it’s easier to study together with my 

classmates, and I can always ask my teachers to explain complicated tasks

4. I like school in general , but I think there are things to improve – first of all, we need an 

additional day off and  I think that school uniform is not necessary



Task 3. You are going to give a talk about foreign languages. You 
will have to start in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than 2 
minutes.

Remember to say:

∙ why lots of people learn foreign languages nowadays;
∙ why you think it is worth passing the English exam;
∙ what should students do to prepare for the English exam;
∙ what your attitude to learning foreign languages is.

You have to talk continuously.

Card 3



Nowadays learning foreign languages is an important part of our life. 

1. People learn languages:  for travelling around the world

                                                 for studying abroad

                                                 to find work in other countries

                       to communicate with people all over the world as English is globally used 

                       to develop their mind, improve memory and learn other cultures better      

2. In my opinion, students should pass the English exam if they want to prove their level. It 

also helps them to become more motivated and responsible.   They can revise and practice 

more English as it is always fun.

3. These days there are a lot of opportunities to prepare for the English exam. We can read 

books in English, watch films, use online dictionaries, join language speaking groups, etc

4. I think learning languages  has become very popular. For me it’s a fantastic hobby. It 
makes my life more interesting because:
 I can speak to natives
 watch films in English
I can find the way in any city
I am confident in any airport, etc 
 I can travel abroad



Task 3. You are going to give a talk about jobs. You will have to 
start in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than 2 minutes.

Remember to say:

∙ what jobs, in your opinion, will be popular in the future, 
and why
∙ what sort of job you would like to do
∙ what school subjects will be important for your future job
∙ what your attitude to finishing school after 9th grade is 

You have to talk continuously.

Card 4



A career choice is a very important decision that affects the whole person’s life. People not 
only earn their living but spend a lot of time on work.
In my opinion, the most popular jobs in the future will be connected with IT technologies as 
they are used in many spheres of life: in medicine, communication, industry and transport. 
But I also think….
- teachers … also will be in high demand because they motivate  students  to achieve academic 
results and help them handle personal problems.
-personal trainers … help people to work out personal training programme….
- doctors …, psychologist, etc.

-As for me, I’d like to be a …., because …
-Currently, I’m slightly confused about my future career. But I definitely like…/don’t like…
идеи в распечатке ниже в группе

-I think that it is important to focus on getting a good basic education and on developing 
general skills like speaking foreign languagers. That’s because all the subjects are important 
for me.
-I’m going to be a …, that’s because  … is very important for me. I want to concentrate on 
…(biology…),  to pass my Finals with high grades to enter  the university.

-I think finishing school after the 9th grade is a good idea if you have chosen the future job 
and want to continue studying in a technical school.
- I think that students who want to have a degree( enter the university) have to study further 
at school, preparing for their Finals. Although it can be really challenging and tiring.



Task 3. You are going to give a talk about healthy lifestyle. You will have 
to start in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than 2 minutes.

Remember to say:

∙ why a healthy lifestyle is more popular nowadays
∙ what you do to keep fit
∙ what sports activities are popular with teenagers in your region
∙ what your attitude to the idea of  keeping healthy is.

You have to talk continuously.

Card 5



Nowadays, a healthy lifestyle has become a part of our life.
It is popular because everybody is determined to be in good shape, to stay healthy and to 
enjoy physical, mental and emotional  health. People also want to increase  their life span.

To keep fit I:
- drink a lot of pure water to boost my energy level and to wash away toxins off my body
-sleep at least 8 hours a day to be active and to be able to concentrate on my studies
-do exercises /any sport to be energetic and cope with stress better
- eat healthy food rich in vitamins, trace elements and proteins, etc.

The most popular sports activity in my region is 
- playing football because it develops stamina, agility and team spirit. 
- skateboarding 
- yoga, dancing, cycling + сформулируйте почему

I think it is very important to lead a healthy lifestyle if you want to be active. I’d better avoid 
bad habits like smoking, eating junk food  or just vegetating in front of the screen.



-We can’t imagine our life 
without…

-… is an important /essential 
part of our life.

-It goes without saying that…
-It’s common knowledge that…
-It’s no doubt that…


